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The frame fell, glass shattered 
all over the room. 
The wire dangled dead; 
I carried the carcass to 
the living room 
still nude with sleep, 
and I stepped on 
a needle, 
all the way to the eye, 
the thread flying. 
My fallen foot, like a bull, 
the banderilla ribbons catching the sun. 





My house is filled with silverfish 
and ants. 
The ants eat the corpses of the 
silverfish I kill. 
I must vacuum 
whole brigades of ants, 
carrying loads, 
frozen in mid-field, 
like in a wax museum. 
Wings and heads blow 




these white worms cover the log 
like cameos. 
the copper-tinted bark, 
their sculptured fringes -
Let me bore through that wood 
before it rots completely. 
A serene & pure lust 
like the mantis. 
Thes whit worms are eating 
the bark away. 
Something cries out from the log: 
"unwrap these wooden bandages 
these buckles of bark." 
Sensibility-
To know that I find 
this fragile animal begging, 
hiding in a fallen tree. 
To know that I can breathe 
life & love into the small face. 
Resolution-
With one sweep, I swish 
the cameos away. 
They fall, hissing 
like angry cats. 
With my other hand, 
I hatchet the rotting bark. 
It cracks open like a walnut, 
scattering dewy nutmeat. 
Whimpers-
then before me 
a naked animal, 
trembling, afraid of man, the hunter. 
I have faith that there is no more 
mantis in my blood. 
As I hold its wet face 
in my hands, 
I have faith that there is no mantis 
in her blood. 
Unlucky 
He snaps the rod; 
tests the black cat gut line for tightness, 
watches the moonlight clock 
on the scalloped bowl of a large stone, 
as deep, gray shadows seem to move like hands 
over his wrinkled face. 
He casts into black, glass-like water, 
his inflated worm, blind to the moon-mirrored lake .. . 
Deer flies , mosquitoes, & moths swarm Coleman light 
like lonely ships homing toward lighthouses, 
a fish pole length from his feet. 
Warm south wind eases in like the breath 
of lost cattle. 
Quiet lightning squirms across the skies 
like yellow snakes looking for home. 
Silent rain starts drizzling 
on the roof of his hands. 
The empty house of his body aches 
for the rainbow tonight. 
But snakes eat the clouds. 
Fish hide in dead weeds near the bank. 
While the moon blinks behind clouds 
ticking a gray time , 
the unloved hum of insects threatens 
to topple his body into the lake. 
4 
Rainy Day Desert 
We crawl out of our beds 
like spaghetti plopping 
from tin cans. 
We sit at the spare table 
toasting our toes with oven heat, 
hoping the oatmeal tastes like roses. 
glorified morning air crawling 
pure under the screen, rife 
oxygen of the flowers to light our first cig. 
0 the oatmeal never tastes like roses . 
cold before the last two bites-
We hope or hop from oasis to oasis. 
Gotta be greener, fresher, prettier, 
grass, water, days on the other side. 
Screwing it up again, my frien d & I 
leave in the rainy day of a dark desert, 
where lean rattlers man the controls, 
causing us to smoke our coffee, 
drink our ashes, wash our toast, 
shave our bacon ... 
& the boss brings in a hat of sores. 
Stir 'em up; close your eyes; pick one; pin it on, 
he says. Gotta be dressed right at work. 
& goddamn, we never have t ime to grow scabs. 
Grandma O 'Malley 
Across the sea 
off the Irish coast 
on a rock scarred island 
my great-grandmother worked 
making soap , and lentil soup 
for her sailor sons, 
hunters of seals. 
Washing pounds of blue bellbottoms 
in gales and devilish storms, 
then down to ounces of pants, 
waves pounding on the slime sea wall 
like Mr. she knew who, knocking ... 
Finally , she took cabbages 
from her rocky garden; 
painted them pink, 
glued buttons in the right places, 
and sat talking and smoking 
by the fireplace 






by Bonnie Evans 
The eternal woman 
as celebrated by 
a softly draped ~own 
of rayon matte Jersey 
b Harold Levine d h 1 
Christian y . . D'1or with square toes an ee s
extraordinary lips by Charles Revson 
High glos na!l 
in cant face lift 
hair by l'Orcal 
make-up by Max Fa~tor 
or Ultima II's soft Sienna 









you could always produce 
a tear on schedule baby 
blue eyes a tear big as a 
bathtub but there was some 
thing about the backs ?f 
your knees the other side 
of dimples turned strong 
men to jelly dana andre~s 
hat curl up how to put It 
together the aw shucks baby 
li uiver baby tear and 
those P q knees that made my balls 
hunch together wh~n you 
married phil harris 1 d1dnt 
believe it your blue eyes 
your haughty legs lied all d 
the time you were an aprone 
housewife keeping kosher 
JUNE 
ALLISON 
ou were always ready for bed 
y . b d dreaming house or 1n e . . 
beautiful puppies twms_ m 
their cute cribs everythmg 
white little league pe~haps h. 
:~e 
you wake up hubby isnt_on lS 
.de of the cute bed hes m
kitchen eyes tight ov,f[ 
a ci arette bent over a co ee 
whft to tell the goddamm bod 
the org man at 4 am an~st go 
a closet full of picturewmdows 
grey flannel sould out sold out 
et up june get up you always 
kg hat to do what to say.now w k met
how to look when to eep q 
when to look cute when to pout 
ut on the cute fluffy ~ow~ 
~ver the white fluffy mghtie 
pout that lower lip like a 
drop of dewy sticky gummy 
candy go to the kitchen say 
harry come to bed or tom 
1'tll look better in the 
morning or honey i·u put 
the coffee on jesus you 
always knew how to loo~ 
what to say when to say it 
now its time to help me 
june i need your ~uffy 
frilly cute pouty hp 
organdy bedside lamps 
call me back to bed 
hold me worrying about 
selling out mortgage_s 
affairs with secretaries 
fascist boss cold war 
suburban politics lawns 
.une tall me gene come 




he chose the 
Tangee Lips 
 •Dick Powell actuallymak-
. the lipstick test between
 ing f"Flirtation Walk", 
scenes o . e
 a Warner Brothers p1ctur • 
• ''I work with
g 1. irls made up n
dgrea e paint all ay
long", Dick Powell . . ot to 
. d " In the studio you ve g
explaine · d , J'k 't-there'sit But off the lot, I on t i e i 
have . . . .th that hard, coarse,
no romance in hps w1 . • . " 
look. No man cares for 'pamted lips. 
M·11 · s of men feel exact!y that way about 
1 100 . • · , It makes . . But Tangee isn t paint.
pamted !Jps. d J'ng because 
your lips soft and rosy an a~pe~ i ·n~-with­
it brings out your own natura co on . 




In a voice that didn't know 
whether to come out or die, 
you asked: "Okay?" 
I answered yes. 
The seeds of would be sons and 
daughters hit the rubber cup 
and turn, sliding back down 
to cling to the forest of 
stiff pubic hair, 
later flushed. 
Your 
pants are a crumpled wreath 
around your knees. 
My blouse twisted 
ridiculously around 
my neck, my feet still 
in their shoes. 
It wasn't everything. 
It didn't crush my one 
being and transform me into 
the other, shoot me across 
the sky and burn me out, a red­
rocket-dot, on reentry. 
And 
I wanted to be crushed, 
saved, born again, 
delivered. 
You rub the scratches on your 
belly, we were both too anxious 
to get into your pants. 
You said you were drowning as 
you passed through the trap-door 
muscles, choked by the vagina's 
greasey fist. You swayed ten­
thousand miles above me. 
Hfl □ W~flU 
Knowing we won't dance in Spain burns 
the soles of my feet. 
Knowing your coat is in the closet 
being destroyed by last winter's 
moths will never consume the remnants 
of you. 
Knowing you won't bring me dead 
sunflowers on a tray makes my 
art fail. 
Knowing you were run-down by a 
'57 Chevy with a U-haul trailer 
on the back doesn't make your 
death any less painful; I know 
you really wanted to be murdered 
by a killer ape recently escaped 
from a zoo. 
Knowing you won't stain the sheets 
anymore leaves me tasting the 
sour breath of a long 
empty night. 
Knowing it is all empty 




The room focuses in like the 
inside of a fur-lined glove. 
Why have they black-topped the blankets? 
Or have I been sewn into the mattress? 
An empty chair appears, the door, the 
walls all begin to define themselves. 
0, come again quickly artificial night­
the feet at the end of my bed are 
strange and silent visitors-you dripping 
liquid into my veins, please, sew up my 
eyes as my wound- the wound left pocketed 
and dented with the smell of bloodied gauze 
and decay about it. It feels like there's 
a man loitering on my chest- there's a bus 
token in my handbag, please, take it and go­
or have you, too, come to look at the 
blank razed site? 
The bones of my head are an unlikely bowl for mush. 
My brain is a soft overripe pulpy pear ... baked in 
the sun, pecked at by scavenger birds .. . 
The thin long tube dripping with the saliva cf 
sleep runs cold and slime dry ... I am too 
much awake. Nurse. Nurse? 
A starched ghost from down the hall comes to change 
the linen and rework the tu bes. She places a wafer-pill 
on my tongue; communion is washed down with a jet of 
cold water from a glass tube. Bless me, sister. 
Hurry sleep. She breathes like a clogged vent, she clicks 
and ticks and pushes a light into my eye: Are You? Are YOU? 
I don't know, 
Hindenburg Nurse. I may well be dead between 
these sheets. 1 don't know. This body does not seem 
to be mine ... it seems less. And what has been removed 
is somewhere refrigerated, laying pale and cold on a 
sterile metal plate: addressed by a number, coded by 
disease-pathologist's putty. 
I looks up like a sore eye ... ah, if only it could wink. 
The surgeon comes in on blood soaked soles, decodes my 
being into a chart for easy reference, confers with the 
ghost. They click and tick in time. She taps the vein 
for the last ounce of gold; I assure you my eyes are safe 
at home in their sockets; please don't pull the sheets so tight 
up around my neck ... that will never hide the scar. 
It seems you found the malignant treasure, Doctor, 
and there it was and you took it and took it, took it. 
Meatless bones with a piece of thin flesh pulled tight 
across the ribs and sewn so neatly at the edge ... 
am I dead? 
The apparition exists by the door, 
and my veins fill with rust. 
The wound yawns. 
I crawl back into the glove as 
the man standing on my chest 




I\A E N by Stephen Woodward 
Estragon: Well? Shall we go? 
Vladimir: Pull on your trousers 
I 
We are the naked men 
We are the moving men 
Streaking together 
Toenails filled with straw. Alas! 
Our wild voices, when 
We scream together 
Are sharp as 
Jungle knives in cat hair 
Or buck teeth in the dirty air 
Of our city. 
Blur without form, torso in motion; 
Those who have crossed 
The Golden Gate Bridge to 
Life's other Oakland 
See us not as gamesters 
But only as the naked men 
The moving men. 
II 
There are plenty of eyes here 
Here are the eyes 
They watch us 
On this grinning mouth 
of the harbor 
We press on the backs 
Of those who wear 
Such deliberate disguises 
Stone feet, ruptured spleen 
Crossed staves in front 
Padded kite string in back 
The only hope of naked men. 
III 
Mary had a little lamb 
Its fleece was white as snow 
And everywhere that Mary streaked 
It'd fleece its fleece and go. 
IV 
Between the restroom 
and the car 
Falls the Law. 
For thou art not inviolate. 
Between the belt loops
And the sunshine 
Falls the Law. 
Thou wert a jogger. 
Between the zipper
And the posteriority
Falls the Law. 
For thou art not inviolate. 
For thou art 
Thou wert 
For thou art not 
This is the way our journey ends 
This is the way our journey ends 
This is the way our journey ends 
Not with a leap but a limper. 
10 
1'un & 
~pril ~ 1944 
by Donald L. Rice 
It was great, it was American, it was pants-wetting fun! 
Joel raced across the fields with two hundred other boys 
happily screaming and yelling. The sun was filling damp, 
black soil with its goodness and everywhere bright green life 
was shooting upward. 
Joel was never so alive, so much a part of something, so 
full of the chest-bursting pride of greatness that was 
America. Before him were dozens of swift, sure boys racing 
forward with exhilarating determination. He glanced over 
his shoulder, Stretching out to either flank and well behind 
him was a giant, undulating, surging wave of youth with but 
one mind; and Joel was a part of that mind-an integral part 
of this wonderfully exciting idea with its singleness of 
purpose. For Joel, it was as if he were in the middle of 
every marching band in the country and they were all 
playing "The Star Spangled Banner." 
They were going to kill the foreigner. 
The foreigner had started attending school only a week 
before. He was tall for a fifth-grader and very pale. You 
could see his cheekbones sticking out beneath his dark eyes; 
he didn't have the red chipmunk cheeks of the other boys. 
Long, black hair combed straight back seemed always to be 
working its way around to the front of his face and he'd 
give his head a flick making it jump sharply into place. His 
cloth es were gray and brown and his white shirts were 
yellowed. His pants fit the way boys called "high waters" 
and his socks, either because they had lost their elasticity or 
because his ankles had grown thin, could be seen sagging 
down around the tops of his shoes. The big man-sized shoes 
were badly scuffed and narrowly avoided getting in his way 
when he walked. He spoke little but when he did, the few 
English words that he knew were hard to understand and 
his tongue sounded very thick. A slight nervous smile 
betrayed the pretense that he always knew what was being 
said. 
On his first day in school, the teacher had introduced 
him in front of the class. She told the children his name and 
said that he was a war refugee. The foreigner stood in front 
of the class, looking as though he might bolt out of the 
room at any moment. The teacher stood just behind him, 
her face beaming with pride at having been the home-room 
teacher selected to care for this wretched creature. It made 
sense though. The boys and girls in her class bought more 
savings stamps than those in any other class in the school. 
Already, three of them had twenty-five dollar savings 
bonds. They had been first in the school in the amount of 
donations to the Red Cross and second in the total pounds 
of milkweed collected for the War Effort (for what purpose 
the teacher didn't know). During the toothbrush drive for 
war orphans overseas, every child-every last one-had 
brought in a sparkling new plastic toothbrush. 
She stood behind the war refugee, prouder than any 
three-time Gold Star Mother, while the boy fixed his eyes 
on the back wall, too scared to look into any of the staring, 
unfriendly faces that studied his hair, his face and clothes 
and socks and shoes. Some of the long black hairs had 
sneaked across his face and he tossed his head to flick them 
neatly back into place. The gesture was anything but 
defiant but that's what it looked like and that's when the 
boys started hating him. They had seen war refugees in the 
Pathe news, trudging gray ugly people, and the boys 
weren't sure they liked them. They knew they didn't like 
this one. 
Because he was scared, he remained aloof, not partici­
pating in the lunch-time muckleball games nor attempting 
to mix with any of the cliques or gangs to which most every 
other child belonged. The few who didn't belong to a gang 
at least had a best friend and none of those twosomes went 
looking for a third partner. The first couple of days the 
foreigner brought his lunch in a paper bag and ate in a little 
room in the basement especially provided for those who 
couldn't afford hot lunches in the cafeteria. 
The teacher discovered this and got him one of the 
11 
"
student help jobs in the kitchen. There was no pay-just 
free lunch. The work wasn't hard but the student helpers 
didn't get to eat until all the other children were finished. 
Besides getting a free lunch, the helpers had the privilege of 
eating the uneaten desserts of others and of drinking any 
unopened milks left on the tables. On his first day, the 
foreigner ate seven of the many green J ellos that had been 
abandoned. During the three remaining days of that week 
he had more milk than he'd had in any month in his life. 
After school, he walked home alone to his flat on the 
second floor of a former factory house. Years ago, the 
houses had been part of a huge complex of factory 
buildings and tenements. The factory had long been closed 
and the houses passed on to other hands. 
Just up the street from the foreigner's house stood the 
boiler room that had supplied heat for most of the factory 
buildings. Inside this room were huge coal furnaces and the 
school children were frightened of them because they all 
believed that these furnaces had once been used to burn up 
bodies. This grotesque story had its origins, of course, in 
the stories that came out of Nazi Germany. 
By the end of his first week in school, word had spread 
among all the children that the foreigner might he a 
German spy. 
There was a path through the block of tenements that 
served as a shortcut for the schoolchildren. In a field just 
beyond these houses the boys hunted for green snakes and 
striped adders and little brown lizards every spring. They 
turned over stones and logs to find these creatures and 
sometimes would find whole families of little green snakes 
that they would take to school to scare the girls. The 
Saturday following the foreigner's first week in school, a 
boy hunting snakes had turned over an old rug that had 
been thrown there years ago. He found no snakes but he 
did notice that the border pattern on the rug was of 
gammadia. The gammadion is an ancient decoration known 
even to the American Indians. In 1944 it was called the 
Swastika. 
By the following Monday noon, most of the children in 
the school knew that the foreigner was a German and that 
his family had a rug in their house decorated with 
swastikas. 
Many of the fathers, brothers, uncles and cousins of 
these children had died, were dying and would die fighting 
all that the swastika represented. Not one student in the 
school was untouched by the war-even if it was only a 
vague remembrance of the man next door who was overseas 
fighting. 
The foreigner knew that something was terribly wrong. 
The sullen stares had turned hateful. Boys bumped into him 
in the hall. After lunch he found a swastika bravely drawn 
in chalk on the top of his desk and this baffled him. When 
school was over at three in the afternoon, he gathered up 
his books and tried to leave the building as quickly and 
unobtrusively as possible. But throughout the day the boys 
had been making plans. They were waiting for him on the 
playground. Some of the bigger seventh-graders started 
yelling at him, swearing, calling him a Nazi. He walked on 
pretending not to hear, wise enough to know that he 
couldn't reason with a mob even if he hadn't the 
disadvantage of not being able to speak their language 
properly. He walked on and the taunting grew louder and 
followed him. Other boys, hearing the noise as they left the 
school joined in the fun. He walked faster. A rock fell near 
him. Then another. He began to run and this was the cue 
that the mob had waited for. 
Now they were yelling, whooping, baying. Joel was in 
the middle of the pack feeling more powerful than he ever 
had before. He was going to help kill the foreigner for 
America's sake. A plane from the nearby Naval Air Station 
flew overhead and all the boys cheered. 
Through the fields they ran, through a patch of trees 
they c lied McGivney's Woods, down Pierce Street and 
through the field just beyond the foreigner's house. 
The foreigner was scared. Even more scared than he'd 
been when the bombs had screamed and swore and shook 
the earth. He had not been alone then and it had been 
beyond his ken. But this was something he knew- the 
savagery of children. 
His long, skinny legs kept him ahead of the mob, 
although he was about to collapse when he reached the 
house, and he ran for his life up the stairs to the second 
floor. Even the bravest of the seventh-graders were afraid to 
enter the house, afraid that they might meet his father who 
would surely be bigger than any of them. What they didn't 
know was that there was no father. And what the foreigner 
and his mother didn't know was that the father they prayed 
for every night had been blown into tiny pieces months 
before, the last few pieces rotting away for good this spring. 
The mob surrounded the house, yelling curses and dares 
and throwing stones up at the second floor being careful, 
oddly enough, not to break any windows. A police car 
pulled up and two cops got out. The stone-throwing 
stopped and the cops gathered the boys together. The 
Sergeant spoke in a loud voice. He explained that the 
foreigner wasn't a German; that he was something else and 
that he and his mother had escaped from the Germans. 
There were a few catcalls from the boys but mostly they 
remained silent. 
The wind had picked up as it will sometimes in April, 
bringing with it dark clouds and cold air. Although he was 
berating them, the Sergeant had a proud, understanding 
smile on his face. He told them that he knew how they felt 
but that they were wrong in this case. There was the 
implied promise in his voice that someday they would be 
right. 
It got dark and chilly.Joel looked up at the second floor 
of the house. The foreigner was peeking out from behind a 
dingy curtain. His face seemed whiter than ever and his 
look was of terror. Joel looked from the foreigner's face to 
the Sergeant's smiling face and back to the foreigner's. A 
sudden gust of wind caught up the other cop's hat and he 
ran off chasing it while all the boys laughed and cheered 
and ran after him to help catch it. Joel didn't go with them. 




The band fills the room 
with boom. 
It bounces 
off the floor, 
off the walls, 
and the great expanse 
of plastic-coated windows. 
yo-yo sounds. 
They stick 
to the hair 
like gumdrops. 
Decorate the ears 
with plastic tears. 
See-through 
glue 
coating you with feelings. 
From the drummer 
comes a beat , 
then guitar man 
adds a rhythm. 
and the singer 
sings his sly words 
with a silken-serpents tongue. 
the room is living. 
can you feel it? 
are you with it? 
is it real? 
feel 
it throb and glow 
and pulsate. 
feel 
it live and breathe 
and grow. 
it takes breath from you 
who pound 
and clap your hands 
and live the sound. 
rocking, rocking, 
shake the ground. 
we were lost 
here we are found. 
the un-named room 

















the clock strikes one, 
and it is done. 
and the ending then is dying, 
for abruptly flies the glow. 
merciless it sweeps you harshly 
from the blank-screen picture show. 
and you leave the room 
that yesterday 
was an orgasm in music ... 
and now is but 
an empty, broken shell ... 






i didn't mean for that to happen 
i mean for my face to fall apart like that. 
i want you to know that i felt pretty silly, 
lying there on the sidewalk like so many puzzle pieces. 
but after all it was a matter of principle.
it was my books they were after 
and i couldn't let them take my books. 
i had put up with everything. 
i had been a model citizen, 
paid my taxes, 
done jury duty, 
informed on my parents, 
spied on my friends, 
renounced my religion, 
cut my hair, 
shaved my beard, 
marched in spontaneous demonstrations, 
and never raised a stink; 
but this was too much 
my friends told me. 
they said, ":tho-6e. boofu wi.t.l land you in :the. pok.e..y." 
they said,":tho-6e. book.-6 will c.au-6e.. you :tJtouble.. 11 
they said, 11 :tho-6 e. book.-6 c.ould land you in :the.. c.ompou.nd. 
they said it. 
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they said it more than i could bear. 
they screamed in my ears and in my dreams, 
":tho-6e. book..6 will be.. :the. de.a:th on you.!" 
my wife told me. 
my daughter and son told me. 








what could happen to me, 
and besides, those books were important. 
11 imp o Jt:tan.t a.6 fJ o uft li6e, " 
my wife would bitch. 
well, i guess they were. 
i guess something in them was worth that, 
cause here i am, 
lying in front of the house, 
splattered cracked and deserted. 
(they think i 'm dead). 
they weren't even great books, 
no freud or nietzche, 
no marx or sartre or plate, 
no hemingway or kierkagaard or albee, 
no vonnegut or bacon or shaw, 
no , not hi n g deep i n my books at a 11 . 
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just some detective stories 
by chesterton and barges.
just some romance 
by stevenson and dumas. 
just some love stories 
by chaucer and jesus. 
just old books, 
old harmless books, 
old forgotten adventure books, 
who would have thought that even these were a crime. 
but they were my books. 
that's all i wanted to tell them. 
my books. 
i had read each one 
till they belonged to me. 
and well goddammit a man has to have something of his own, 
of his very ordinary own. 
so when they came for my books, 
was to tell the awful truth 
i was mad enough to kill those bastards. 
(if i 'd have had a gun or a knife or a sword or a stone 
or a hope or a prayer),
but i was outnumbered. 
and i had sold everything i had for food, 
and i had given up my faith for food, 
and i had given up my sex for food, 
and i was really alone, 
and helpless, 
and stupid. 
but something in me cried out, "no." 
som2thing in me cried, "on :thi-6 poin.t ,<, will no:t budge." 
when they began to empty my shelves 
i kicked one in the groin, 
and hit one in the eye, 
and puked on one whose hands were full of the same sins 
that i had committed; 
and my wife screamed, 
and i heard the report of the gun, 
and i remember seeing the throats of my books slashed, 
th2ir blood running up the wall into heaven. 
i n t :, at moment i knew my books w o u l d not di e . 
i knew that my books were safe. 
for i had owed my books at least one life 
and now that debt was paid. 
i had resurrected them. 
and then my face fell apart 
and my whole being was pain. 
and his blood ran down into the gutter 
and washed into the sea, 











by K. Michael McKenzie 
I am on the 'A' train at rush hour 
feeling like an impacted wisdom tooth 
in a wild boar. 
I am in this huge cavity/tunnel 
and all these other teeth 
are busy digesting bland, non-nutritional 
Daily Newses and Cosmos. 
Their breaths reek of SO¢ wines 
Screw magazine. 
Some are occupied 
with penny candy desserts: 
sugar jelly seagulls for instance. 
I am an impacted wisdom tooth 
and do not enjoy my stay here. 
Spread them apart and leave me, 
like an anchorite, in a distant corner. 
Pluck me out and hide me 
under some down sack 
to be rescued by the good fairy. 
Give me to some barbarian 
who will wear me around his neck 
like a religious amulet. 
Save me! from the snake eyes, 
the nicotined blocks 




by F. Richard Thomas 
the word scribbled 
almost invisibly 
on the bathroom mirror. 
I laugh 
so silently and hard 
at his second grade wit, 
my eyes tear, 
mouth curls, 
and I catch my image, 
hysterical, 
weaving in 
and out of the glass, 
as if drunk 
and falling, 
the sacks of wrinkled fat 
puffing up under the eyes. 
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. by Mark Willis 
On my midnight walk I hear 
jet bombers rumbling. The violence 
in the turbines swells to an unbearable pitch, 
they scream down the runway, vault into the night, 
hungry for burnable air, 
· lonely for targets. 
I walk home more carefully, 
~losh in every puddle, skirt the glare 
of every streetlight, burglar-like, 
linger and touch the bark of wet maple trees. 
When I unlock my door the bombers 
are soaring over Indiana, pretending. 
I hurry downstairs just in case, 
draw the curtains, black out all the lights. 
L 





in sneakers through hard waves 
of tables, am 
the bringer of eggs 
through the grease 
to 
you, shoveler 
fallen off your 
instrument into this 




stories, of the 
working from one 
darkness in to 
another; I 
start the morning at mid 
night, and you take 
over at dawn in a nearby field. 
refrigerator poem 
( I just took one look at him, and melted.) 
So he, thinking quickly, 
poured me into a Family-Sized 
Baggie, fortunately without 
spillage and when I stopped sloshing he 
set me in his mother's 
freezer where beside a 
Porter House steak and under a 
couple of Ho-Daddy chicken 
pot pies and 
continually assaulted by the 
whipcrack of ice cubes, I 
slowly froze. Oh 
please let me 
out, I tried to holler from the 
depths of my 
cubularosity and I '11 
trail behind you for ever and ever, but 
all I could do, it would seem, was crackle. All 
aghast he picked me up by my 
red frosty earlo bes and shoved me in 
Vegetables and slammed the door, and whenever he reaches 
in these days for a tall slim good-looking 
carrot I give him a 
frozen smile, a cold 
glare and a smart 
crackle. 
to a laborer 
My own 
father is one 
of you, sweating on 
the backs of rusty 
yellow giants and crushing 
flowers, crawling and backing 
noisily through a thousands asons of 
skies, seeing 
only his tracks in the 
mud. 
We don't 
talk much in our 
house and when we do, it 
comes out wrong. My 
old man works for Ohio Bell, he fixes 
lines, he hammers 
nails clear to the other side. 
My big brother 
only comes back now for towels and car 
registration and a copy 
of his 
birth certificate. Sometimes 
we think about him, 
and my mother shakes 
her head. 
We don't talk much 
in our house. Always on the 
wire, my old man. 




get out of my bed, 
we haven't been introduced. 
We've had chance 
meetings, it's 
true, here and 
there, several times in the last 
many years: at the 
kitchen table, and 
driving in our car , 
and 
ccasionally over our daughter's 
playpen- a 
certain number of 
times, I'm sure, but tonight 
they don't seem to add up at all. 
No, 
strangers are 
strangers, even in their 
bed; if you 
please, do not 
cup my breasts, and when it is 
morning, 
do not bring me toast. 
Hi There You In Pajamas and Wet 
Hi there you in pajamas and wet 
with the downstitching yellowgook sun, 
I've never been to the 
war where you live but 
oh, mangled me, I've heard they smoke entire 
bowlfuls then step 
out & shoot you right between the 
bright yellow eyes. 
Because you wear hats like a toy thatched 
roof. Because you're not 
here, urnbrella-ed 
with us by smiling 
billboards. 
Here at Planned Parenthood 
Here at Planned Parenthood, the 
chairs are yellow. The walls have 
green yellow & strawberry strips pointing 
to the doors. 
The Doors go to Playroom, Classroom, and 
Laboratory. Signs say No Smoking and 
Parents Are Responsible 
for Their Children. 
Their Children ride noisily on bright orange 
ducks with mustaches 
and fedoras. Mothers sit in 
squares, waiting for the doctor. 
The Doctor is not here. 23 women 
wait for his golden hand. 
What is it like to feel so 
important? and 
what is a cunt? does 
only a doctor know? 
21 
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by Paul Shuttleworth 
A _woman walks up to you, 
wmks. You notice she has 
no eyeballs. So you ask her 
to sing. Her song's about 
a girl who lost a fencing match. 




by Marsha Elaine 
i thought you said 
that the moon was a balloon 
that you were going to wrap 
in pink ribbons 
and give me. 
·why did you promise 
what you couldn't deliver? 
did you think that I'd forget? 
If you hadn't said you would, 
I wouldn't have wanted 
expected 
awaited 
with taffy stars in my eyes 
for that grand explosion. 
But you did, so I did, 
and now we're both disappointed. 
Next time I want it in writing. 




Look! Ivory Snow 
is fine enough to go 
through a flour-sifter. No wonder it
dissolves so much 
faster than 
flat flakes. 
N~t,'t,m cf SV<roy Soop 
~~ 
f>'LSlDkS~ 
Dissolves faster ... leaves no 






by Stephen Woodward 
Right thumb on middle C. Fingers arched. Wrist straight. 
Head down. Eyes open. 
Eyes open. Kathy flicked me on the cheek. "Wake up," 
she said. "Do re mi fa so la ti do." 
Doremy falstido? Dorfa solace medo? I looked at her: 
blue eyes floating in empty asparagus cans, skin as white 
and delicate as wet kleenex, and a Roman fountain of 
dishwater blond hair which spilled out over her supple 
nineteen-year-old body. I just melt whenever I look at her. 
Butter, hollandaise sauce, Philadelphia cream cheese. I melt 
and run down all over the cherry-maple piano bench. Messy 
thing, passion. 
"Play," said Kathy. 
My hip was pressed against hers. Surely she would notice 
that. I tried to be subtle. I pressed harder and harder until 
the soft folds of her grabby quabby flab curled around my 
peninsula of hip bone connected to my (pause) thigh bone, 
thigh bone connected to my (pause) prostate, prostate 
connected to-
The room was tastefully furnished in colonial style with 
a wingback sofa in a dramatic tweedy cover and matching 
love seat enhanced by a backdrop of burnished walnut 
paneling. An informally styled mahogany television set 
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stood beneath a Gucci mirror illuminated by a copper-finish 
wagon wheel chandelier with frosted chimneys, all of which 
was underscored by a wall-to-wall shag carpet of sculptured 
polyester. 
"What's the matter?" asked Kathy. "Have you forgotten 
the C scale?" 
C scale? C clamp? See the USA? Seven seas? Caesar 
salad? 
I wanted her so badly. It must have been her hair, that 
Roman fountain that erupted from the top of her head, 
showering out and flowing down her geography, rushing in 
two great streams down her front, and then, against the 
laws of nature, climbing uphill athwart the Great Divide. I 
really loved her hair. 
"That was pretty good," said Kathy. "Now let's try 
something harder, like a cancan." 
Heavy breathing. Nervous nod. Right thumb on middle 
C. 
Now should I ask? How should I ask? 
Kathy's bedroom was done in French provincial. A 
striking canopy bed posed on graceful cabriole legs, its 
delicate proportions finished in soft antique white with 
gold-colored trim. No, that was all wrong. It was done in 
early American: a sturdy, straightforward bedstead covered 
by a quilted gingham check throw spread on ecru back­
ground with double-tiered flounce. Behind it hung a salmon 
pink peek-a-boo curtain with Elizabeth Arden tulips in a 
luxurious blend of combed cotton and Idaho tomato slacks. 
Now should I ask? 
Kathy sat with her buxom figure poised on the piano 
bench, waiting. She filled the pause with her buxomness. 
She was buxomating. I had to ask her before I melted all 
over her lap. She would never forgive me for that. Now was 
the time. The time was now. ow was the time for all good 
men to come to the caid of their untry. But what price 
untry? What if my derring-do doesn't? What if my iron will 
won't? Worse yet, what if my cancan can't? 
"Richard, straighten your wrist. Don't let it go limp." 
Limp. Oh, you thilly thing. My writht ith perfectly 
thtraight. I do tho adore thtraight writhth. Bethides, my 
name ithn't Ritthard, it'th J. Alfred Prufrock. What'th 
yourth? 
I asked you first. 
After you. 
Tell me what the J stands for. 
1-1 don't know. 
Tell me, or I'll kill you. 
It's-it's-oh -(sob). 
Tell me, or I'll kill you. 
Let me-(cough)-think. 
Tell me, or I'll kill you. 
Please don't. I haven't taken out the garbage yet. 
Gloves. Boots. Whip . 
Please don't. I haven't. I have not. I haven't. 
Kathy was attired in an elegantly understated three-piece 
ensemble of black/white patterned jerkin, low torso silhou­
ette dress skirt with snappy front panel pleats, and white 
dress-bodice in triacetate crepe with ascot tie. She wore a 
fountain on her head. 
"Don't be so bashful about playing in front of me," said 
Kathy. She squeezed my arm and giggled. Some of her hair 
spilled against my shoulder. She had hair. 
Ah, but yes my golly gee whiz, she had hair. It was fair 
hair. It was rare hair. It was airy, scary, caring, glaring, 
ensharing, debonair, irresistibly teary hair. Her hair had 
flair. It was hair you could lose yourself in. It was hair you 
could confuse yourself in. You could suffocate, drown in it. 
It was hair to end all hair. 
How should I ask? 
"We'll make a pianist out of you yet," said Kathy. 
Yes, please make a pianist out of me. And quickly. I do 
need to pee so badly. My name is Leofric, earl of Mercia, 
and there's not a urinal in sight. Not in all of Coventry. 
Lady Godiva, my beautiful buxom wife, took them. Hung 
them all on her naked body and rode through the middle of 
town. Nothing on but hair and urinals and an ascot tie. 
She's a pianist at heart. 
"Richard, wake up." Kathy flicked my cheek. "What on 
earth are you daydreaming about?" 
Oh, my God, she knows! Don't frown. No. Act natural. 
Smile. Give her a big smile. 
I smiled; I grinned; I beamed. 
"Richard, what's wrong? Why are you smiling like 
that?" 
She suspects! Don't let on. Keep cool. Smile. 
I pulled the corners of my mouth back further. I 
exposed as many teeth as I could. I tried to make the edges 
of my lips touch my ears. I smiled until my cheeks became 
raw with pain. 
"Richard! Richard! Do you hear me? Stop smiling like 
that!" 
Kathy slid away from me on the bench. She stood up 
with her hair. She looked terrified. 
I spread my lips so that the gums showed. I shoved out 
my lower jaw. I tried to make my eyes twinkle, but all 
available resources in my face had been diverted to my 
smiling mouth. My heart was rerouting all available blood 
to my lips. 
"Richard!" 
Kathy came around behind me and shook me. Her hair 
fell loosely down about my face and shoulders. It swam in 
thick strands around my smile. Oh, butter, hollandaise 
sauce, Philadelphia cream cheese. My lungs were rushing all 
available oxygen to my lips. 
"Doremy falstido," I hissed between my teeth. 
"What? What did you say?" 
More hair. I was suffocating. I was drowning. 
"Dorfa solace medo. Dolce mea fedo." 
I fell forward. My head hit the piano key board and 
rattled around, glissing up and down the scale. Kathy 
reached out to catch me. She lost her balance, and both of 
us fell to the floor, rolling about on the sculptured 
polyester shag carpet, each clutching the other tightly, 
passionately, her body molding itself to mine, my face 
pressed expectantly close to hers. 




by Stephen Woodward 
The opening and closing 
of the back door 
was a cue 
for all the girls to stop­
and suddenly an old man 
stood there, 
holding 
a grapefruit in each hand. 
He said: May I go out your 
front door? 
And they, not knowing what 
to say, tugged at paper clips. 
In ancient times men learned to smoke the opium pipe. and to crush grapes in 
the press to produce intoxicating wine. 
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For All The Women I've Known 
Who Have Demanded Love Poems 
Long Before The Parting. 
I am tired of writing love poems 
for women who do not know me and 
never will 
The stained sheets tell their 
own story they do not need 
reassuring 
I am tired of those who would 
take my poetry and leave me 
with nothing but a tired tongue 
too tired even for words 
I Sit Alone 
I sit alone in 
A dimly lit room adding 
To my thoughts of yesterday 
Outside, it is cold 
I see the night fornicate and 
Commit cunnilingus with 
The Universe 
I sit in near darkness 
The lights turned low 
A normal person of 
Normal desires 
Normal hunger 
Debating the rage that 
Dwells within me 
It is hard reading in the dark 
It is hard trying to find things to say 
I think I shall charge a dollar a head 
For those who wish to visit me 
There will be no charge for Jesus 
Or young girls who wish to rub their breasts 
Against my chest 
Out of foolish curiosity 
You who know what I mean 
Can come and go untroubled 
Through my dreams 















by Doris Wight 
traveling horizontally 
from country to country 
how can we support these 
saddlebags: heaviness 
of poverty and despair? 
asses at least would rebel-
would stop. would refuse to go on 
till the weight were lightened 
somehow. 
WELL, I JUST 
SAW JEAN AND 
JIM OFF FOR A 
VACATION. AT 
THIS TIME OF 
YEAR EVERYONE 
NEEDS A REST~ 
OR A CHANGE! 




THE SAME OLD 
THINGS!
I K~OW HOW TO FIX THAT PHYLLIS ! LOOK AT THIS AO! 
JOIN PILLSBURY'S COOKERY C.LUB ••• AND ONCE EACH 
MONTH RECEIVE MARY ELLIS AMES' BULLETINS WITH 
NEW RECIPES, NEW MENUS ANO HOUSEKEEPING HINTS. 
JUST SEND IN THE PILLSBURY'S BEST TRADE-MARK 
FROM THE RECIPE FOLDER INSIDE THE SACK. THAT 
ENROLLS YOU FOR THREE MONTHS. 
i'LL ORDER 




PHYLLIS, YOU'RE A 
WONDER ! I SEE WHY 
EVERYONE LIKES TO 
BE INVITED TO YOUR 
PARTIES. 
EVERY MEAL IS 




THANK YOU BOYS! 
IT'S EASY TO SERVE NEW 
DISHES SINCE l'VE JOINED 
PILLSBURY'S COOKERY CLUB. 
I NEVER RUN OUT OF 
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"rhc Social Contract 
by Charles Taylor 
or Hobbes over the watergate 
A mis-matched sock was tossing about in a drawer 
dejectedly. He felt alone and useless, not having 
even been washed in months. "It's his fault," the 
sock sniffed, "for breaking up my marriage. He 
lost my match." The sock actually did not care 
much for his lost wife-she had been quite a nag­
what he missed were the walks hither and thither, 
and the opportunity to argue politics with the 
shoe and foot. Politics was his passion. So he 
knotted himself up into a fist of rage, and waited 
for the revolution. Months passed; he began to 
grow desperate, but finally the moment came. The 
master had forgotten to do the wash-all the other 
socks were dirty; so the master, being a clever 
if squeamish sort, was forced to break with habit. 
He was forced to match up the revolutionary sock 
with a nylon half-calf stretch sock of the same 
color. Once inside the shoe, the angry sock closed 
up the air holes in his fabric in a concentrated 
attempt to smother the foot. "Why are you taking 
this out on me," the poor foot replied. "We used 
to be friends and I am just a lowly foot who follows 
orders. It's not my fault - it's the brain who 
forgot." "Tactics, my friend, tactics. Besides, 
I am beyond reason," replied the sock. "But what 
satisf~ction is there in afflicting suffering on 
the wrong party," added the shoe in the foot's 
defense. "My sensibilities are Elizabethan," croaked 
the poor sock, tired from the strain of talking 
and closing air holes at the same time. "Revenge 
on any member of the same family is satisfaction 
plenty for me." Just then, the shoestring, whose 
presence had been ignored or forgotten by the sock, 
squeezed hard and lopped the foot off at the ankle. 
"We must maintain the rule of law," the string shouted 
again and again. The rest of the body, however, 
experienced pain, and the head became alar!Tied. 
Almost immediately, the idea of civil government 
leaped out of a grouping of cortex cells. 
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"Things are more like they are now than they ever were before. " 
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Dad's Lowering Device 
by Rosemary Wisnosky 
I spent many hours in his shop, removing colorful wide 
ribbons from flower baskets, climbing in and out of the 
stacks of vaults, or just watching him at work-mixing 
concrete, pouring asphalt crosses and wreaths, or loading 
the truck. I loved to be close to him. Daddy was my idol. 
And he enjoyed my childish ways. He often invited me 
to join him when it was time to take the truck out on a. job. 
And if he didn't invite me, I'd invite myself. I'd hear the 
truck engine roar and run out to the end of the driveway to 
wait. He never left me standing there. 
Sitting high in the truck as it bounced along bumpy 
country roads, several feet above people in their cars, I felt 
superior. When one of Dad's workmen accompanied us, I 
sat between the two men, a leg on either side of the gear 
shift. When Dad shifted gears he often tickled me; usually 
as he placed his foot on the clutch in preparation to change 
the gears, I was already giggling in anticipation of the 
expected tickle. On especially good days, Dad even let me 
shift gears once or twice. 
After we arrived at our destination I'd pick flowers or 
jump over plots, glancing back now and then while Dad 
went about his business unloading the truck, setting up the 
chain block, and lowering the vault into the ground. Next 
he busied himself with the routine of erecting the tent, 
hanging the deep red velvet drapes, and laying down the 
green grass mats. Then he'd place the lowering device into 
position. 
I was really impressed by that lowering device. It was 
always freshly polished; I liked its silvery color, its smooth 
rounded parts. lt was of rectangular form and on one 
corner a crank could be inserted to make it work. Dad 
always allowed me to turn the crank and I waited patiently 
for the privilege. 
When we saw the cars approaching, I'd run to stand 
behind the tent next to the pile of dirt concealed at its rear . 
Then the ceremony began: the pallbearers, wearing gray silk 
gloves, carried the casket from the shiny black hearse and 
placed it on the lowering device. After the mourners 
assembled in the tent, the priest or minister began the 
service. It always seemed an eternity, but I busied myself, 
quietly climbing up and down the dirt pile until the service 
ended. 
Then the people, many of whom were crying, would 
leave the tent and slowly make their way back to their cars. 
Sometimes they turned around for a final gaze at the 
casket. After the cars were out of sight, Dad would call for 
me to rejoin him and I'd come running. My first excited 
words always were, "Now can I crank it down?" 
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Cadaver 
by Sharon Howard 
Cadaver- how can you just lie there and let life go by? 
All systems remain 
Organs intact 
Your body is beautiful 
(The smell is rather rank- ) 
Can't they transplant some life? 
0 hell get up-there's no such thing as death. 
American employers guard against hiring men and women who use liquor and 




by Robert L. Tyler 
Somebody tamed sparks 
turned up the lights thought all of a sudden 
lam 
the play began boys meeting girls 
ad nausea 
kings and knights and 
priests and slaves and 
various wildernesses won 
globes circumnavigat_ed 
till participating audience 
wanting that endless first act over 
got very bored 
began to shout 
Fire 
in the crowded theatre. 
The pig in the Zodiac 
has been suppressed since Sumer 
even though the wiser Akkadians 
knew that the creature 
left to its own devices 
preferred clover to muck. 
Think of all the past 
we cannot know. 
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Haircut 
Ernest J. Oswald 
Air hose hisses 
in the humid morning; 





these perennial creatures 
endure mankind's mania 
for the orderly­
for the groomed & the neat: 
keeping America beautiful 




and the people sing 
of approaching night 
and the fifties-
they sing their last song 
and hope for hope 
knowing 
that their parents 
are dead 
and that they 
are rapidly becoming 
advisors 
to the children. 
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The UGordian knot" of narcotics must be cut by the decisive action of young men 
and young women who know the truth. 
by Harold Reynolds 
An old black and white movie on a color TV screen in a 
not so lonely somehow as it should be nearly empty bar on 
the east side Waiting for a train Two more beers should do 
it 
Chase scene after the crook you hope he gets away 
cause '49 Caddies and sexy co-stars could not have made 
Alan Ladd one damn inch over five foot five even if he did 
stand on orange crates no matter how many tickets it 
sold Everyone knows that and even if they don't he 
did HE always does Doesn't HE 
Wonder why it never happens to you that way or did 
it You can't remember Must be the beer tastes flat or 
green 
You always dreamed that it would happen and you 
stayed awake nights staring at darkened fingers reaching 
from bare trees above new snow etching it across an empty 
sky and you dreamed and loved and ached to free yourself 
and search even if you couldn't exactly recall the time or 
place or name or face 
You dreamed and loved and ached and knew that it was 
real or would be real if only you could clear your mind 
enough to pin it down to three dimensions Maybe it only 
comes in two dimensions Ever think of that 
, 
Shadows chasing each other across the wall in time with 
the roar of the motor and sirens echoing past empty 
windows promised that it was real and they were right or 
seemed right at least temporarily 
And white picket fences around two car garages were 
real too but they weathered and faded and needed painting 
and would not fit in to an old brown suitcase so you passed 
them by Still it had to be real someplace and perhaps 
would wear white pearls and silk lace and be always 
congenial but they all wanted something that you were not 
quite willing to part with Not yet 
But still it seemed real for a little while but not for 
long Or was it real and you missed it or is it real and are 
you missing it or does it exist Yes it does it must or did 
Maybe it rode by reeling in a drunken stupor with Pabst 
Blue Ribbon on its breath chasing a wave along the Carolina 
coast or maybe it melted into the coals of that pot-bellied 
stove in a country store one Wyoming winter or did it burn 
in the ashes of the forty-second cigarette of some long 
working day that didn't pay enough no matter how much it 
was and was not a bargain no matter how little it cost 
otherwise 
So you run and trip and get back up licking your 
wounds and make a wrong turn where white curtains lick 
from an open window and get lost where rocking chairs 
comfort a southern breeze on a wide front porch That was 
real and even if it wasn't it was cheap and full of hope It 
glowed in multi-colored magic in the serenity of a charcoal 
twilight and rocked you into ecstasy 
sleep but it faded with the rising sun which you 
followed to the West or where ever it was that it was 
headed 
The barmaid the smell that certain perfume visions of 
city lights reflecting distorting on the bay moving 
blending retreating almost speaking promising you 
that it was near but if it was and it was you smoked it up 
or drank it down and always knew that there would be 
another There is another There is always another except 
sometimes 
But it was real so real but not real enough 
So you left and headed for somewhere else because there 
it must be real but then it was wasn't it It's too 
soon too late to tell 
Now every hangover and every string-out and every rainy 
Sunday afternoon that you really don't mind anymore and 
every lonely night on the sidewalks and alleyways of 
strange places make it ever more appealing to chase even if 
you have never been there or never will It's worth 
it every bit of it 
it has to be 
The End Alan Ladd caught his crook he always 
does Late Night News Wrapup they didn't get their 
crook Wonder if they ever will Time for one more 
beer a quarter for the juke box Sorry Closing time 
time for the train anyway 
Gotta run goodnight Sorry sister ain't got the time 
or the ten bucks to spare Gotta catch a train 
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Preservation 
by M. A. Swiniarski 
A child upstairs won't stop crying, 
not for blankets toys or soup. 
It senses the thing in the air, 
screams refuses to focus its eyes. 
My head immune to aspirin 
vibrates with metallic sympathy, 
I close a door, 
a vacuum forms behind it. 
There's no milk, all the meat is frozen. 
Snow starts to crystallize outside, 
a pair of tweezers dips in the room, 
Picks up my heart and drops it, to slowly sink 
Like knuckles pickled in a barrel of brine 
I hold my breath like the baby, try to swim. 
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Balon Twirling Instruction 
Boyer Dance & Baton Sehl 105 E Maln---837•1237 
Cocl1ran's Vicki Sehl Of Baton 
7637 Wilmington-Dayton Pke•-· -----433·0024 
Conner Marian Dance Studio 
833 Waterv liet - -- --- ------------252-0000 
DALTON JOYCE BATON & DANCE STUDIO 
21 W Frankl in - --··-· - - --·····•-•433·0806 
Danette's Sehl Of Dance 
3885 E Patterson Rd····- · ·• · ·- -- - 426-5383 
Gloria Arin's Sehl Of The Dance 
6656 Brandt Pke--- --- -- - -----236-2100 
HANNAH'S BARBARA BATON STUDIO 
Cor. E. Dorothl Ln. & Sudburi 
Dir. of Kowalobies Drum & Baton Corps 
3004 Sudbury Dr· ----------- - --296-0334 
If no ans call -----------------293-6728 
HIATT MARY DANCE STUDIO 
231 N Wilkinson---· --- ---· --- ----224-9740 
231 N Main----------------------433-1751 
If No Ans Call--------------------294-9684 
HOEFLER RITA SCHL OF DANCE 
504 E Dorothy Ln--------·--------293-8861 
KAY'S SCHL OF DANCE 
4117 E Town & Country- - -·- · ··-··--299-1511 
Kitty's Sehl Of The Dance 
1825 S Smithville--------····-----253-1945 
Martin's Eileen Dance Studio 
3898 Linden --·------------------253-2032 
MILLER FRED J SCHOOL 0 
BATON TWIRLING 
Home bf the National Champion 
Miller Blackhawks 
Classes for All Ages 
All Types Strutting• Twirlinir, 
Drill Team & Majorette Traimng 
DAYTON STUDIO 
LOE\V'S THEATRE BUILDING 
121 N Maln-------- -----------222-2712 
If no ans call-----------------434-9316 
Reboulet's Joy Sehl Of Dance 4009 S Dixie-293-7448 
Sharon Kaye's Academy 28 N Main-------866-5043 
TAMMY & TERRI 'S BATON STUDIO 
3 233 4373ViJ?c7nn~ l~~5c}t;an-c~ - • - - - - - - -- - - -- •
w6'c,~~a~a~~t>a 254 577S~h;rOf-D~~c_e_ • - · • ·- • • - • • D 
4364 Forest Park Mall- - - -· ···· - --•275-0195 
There are 19 schools of Baton Twirling in Dayton, Ohio. 
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UPON THE UNTIMELY ARREST 
OF THE LAVY WHO VOLUNTEEREV 
by Williarn M. White 
Having stepped from a Go-Go palace 
Fully clothed and coyly demure 
She noticed the snarled intersection 
That it needed a hand to assure 
"Couldn't you do it better topless" 
And she willingly complied 
"Couldn't you do it better bottomless" 
She stripped right down to her hide 
She directed with poise and aplomb 
With which she was amply endowed 
She handled her job to perfection 
Amid the goggling crowd 
They tossed their coins and cheered her 
Till the policeman stopped the play 
Though she was doing a citizen's duty 
In the gayest au naturel way 
She plucked up each coin so gingerly 
Then pranced to the waiting car 
The officer carried her clothing 
And held the door ajar 
If she outraged public decency 
It was a truly remarkable feat 
The carnival mood of the people 
Is too much for the cop on the beat. 
"I have a very tender· but dry skin and many of the creams on the market, 








f - ' 1 ~ ' ( 
"Now I find that by using Junis Cream to cleanse during the day and to lubricate 
at nigl:t I can keep my skin in good condition." 
"Up until now I had been using several different crea~s Jo~ di/fere~t j,u~poses.' 
Today Junis does the work of all the other creams I had been buying." 
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Which product of the wheat shall we accept? Shall we take the food for building 
healthy bodies, or choose alcoholic liquor, which damages the human machine? 
A Matter of Conscience 
by Glee Knight 
Standing in the middle of the street 
they screamed at each other 
thru the pervading darkness. 
One yelling, "I'm turning you in 
I saw you side swipe that guy's car," 
the other yelling even louder, "Okay, 
and while we're down at the station 
you can tell them you've been pushin' 
dope." That night, the first one 
rented a U-HAUL and quickly left town. 
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KEEP AN AMERICAN FLAG DECAL ON THE WINDSHIELD 
by Paul Shuttleworth 
The highway patrol is right 
behind you & has been for miles. 
Why? You don't resemble a 
post office poster. You have 
a suit on. There's not a whisker 
on your jowls. No bumperstrip. 
So you ask, what can I do? 
Do what I do:
Pull over to the roadside. 
Flag down the cop. Smile. Show 
your license, major credit cards, 
the photos of your children. 
Ask to see the photos of his children. 
Tell him they're cute. Say his wife 
is cute, but that you've got 
a better picture of her: naked,
strapped to a conveyor belt, workmen 
spray painting her red, white, & blue.
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:~~,:~~:;"Jfench•s Bird Seed 
AND BISCUIT 
Sore eyes may be caus­
ed by colds or food that 
is not rightly balanced. 
French's is a controll­
ed diet. 
All the love you give your canary 
never will protect him from the men­
acing shadow of malnutrition, if his 
seed is unbalanced. When canaries sit with 
their feathers puffed 
out, it is often a sign of 
constipation or diarrhea 
CUL TURE OF MY LI FE 
by Loyd Gold 
once i germed it up 
blossoming in warm moist nooks 




by Fred Rachford 
Oh! those cruel 18th century ladies 
of the tick-tock alabaster breasts 
the fluttering lace, those snapping fans 
"But, Madam , I must protest! The cold ..." 
your superfluous titties all trussed up 
and candles rebounding in a multiplicity of mirrors 
"The cold, Madam, for your own sake 
beware of draught and night air!" 
For shadows will ricochet off inlaid marble 
The bronze wood nymphs will pose 
"This house is so cold and draughty, Madam 
that I fear your ample milk will surely freeze 
and you will be transformed- " 
mto a Dairy Queen dispensing 
frozen custard to your naughty lord! ! 
and-My Lord- out twangs her heart cord 
for another string's gone on the old harpsichord 
"and now, Madeline, for my flute .... 
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Being trapped as we are in the vines of electronic jungle 
warfare necessitates the employment of bizarre escape 
tactics. 
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